*Sample loading instruction for plate submissions.*

(*Full Services Sanger Sequencing; template and primer submission.*)

- Fill your samples down the columns as followed. Sample 1-A1, Sample 2-B1, Sample 3-C1 and so one. Fill the following column Sample 9-A2, Sample 10-B2, Sample 11-C2 and so on.
- Please do not skip wells.

The last 2 wells, H12 and G12 on the 96 well plate must be left empty for controls.

Plate Pricing:
Large batches of samples (71 or more) can be submitted in a plate and run at a reduced cost (“our Plate Pricing”). The Plate pricing discount is only available on samples submitted in a 96-well PCR style plate. Failure reruns are not available with plate pricing. We prefer to receive large numbers of samples in plates (16 or more), rather than in individual tubes, as it allows us to process the samples more efficiently. When less than 71 samples are submitted in a 96-well plate, tube price will be charged.